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Introduction 
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general 
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and 
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain 
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor 
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be 
downloaded from OCR. 

 

 

Note to Centres 

There were a number of centres who had selected an invalid combination of units or had claimed the 
wrong units for a candidate that prevented overall qualifications results being issued. Please note that it 
is the responsibility of the centre to check that correct units have been entered for certification claims. 
OCR cannot guarantee that the issuing of results in these circumstances will meet deadlines for UCAS 
confirmation. 

Sector Update 

Two key changes have occurred in relation to the Level 3 Technicals qualifications, both in relation to the 
examined units; firstly, an additional re-sit has been allowed, so candidates can have two further 
attempts at an examined unit if they wish to improve their result from the first attempt made. And 
secondly, a ‘near pass’ R grade has been introduced, which enables candidates who do not pass but 
achieve sufficient marks to gain some points for their examined unit outcome, which may mean that it is 
not necessary to re-sit the exam. 
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Paper Unit 6 series overview 
Candidates who scored well on this paper had a sound knowledge of the principles of personalisation. 
They also understood how a person-centred approach might be used by those providing care. The paper 
differentiated well with most candidates providing a response to all questions. Candidates gained marks 
for using person-centred terminology although lost marks for not demonstrating a sound understanding 
of key terms. A very few candidates did not appear to be aware that the paper had four questions and 
did not provide a response to question four. 
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Question 1 (a) 

Candidates scored well on this question with most able to list at least two responsibilities. Frequent 
correct responses were giving individuals a choice over the people attending and asking appropriate 
questions. Candidates lost marks for giving vague responses such as checking the individual is happy. 

Question 1 (b) 

Candidates were expected to identify and explain one principle. Candidates scored well with the majority 
demonstrating a good understanding. Some were able to identify a principle but were not able to gain the 
additional mark for explaining the principle. This suggests some candidates lack a clear understanding of 
the terminology.  
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Question 1 (c) 

Candidates were expected to provide a detailed description of challenges with explicit reference to how 
these limit the positive impact. For example lack of staff trained in a person-centred approach could lead 
to staff believing they know best and they may not take account of individuals’ preferences. The majority 
of candidates were able to describe challenges with frequent correct responses being lack of staff 
training, limited availability of services and limited budgets. Fewer candidates were able to describe how 
these limited the positive impacts of personalisation.  

Question 2 (a) 

Very few candidates knew what commissioning was and even fewer were able to explain it. The majority 
of candidates did not score well on this question. Some were able to gain a mark for referring to the 
provision of ‘a range of services’.  

 

AfL Commissioning is the outsourcing of services by the local authority and 
NHS. Candidates should be encouraged to investigate the range of health 
and social care services which have been commissioned in their locality. 
Local CCG (clinical commissioning) and Local government websites are a 
good source of information.  
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Question 2 (b) 

Candidates answered this question well demonstrating a good understanding of the role of local 
authorities. Frequent correct responses were assessing needs, allocating personal budgets and 
removing geographical barriers.  

Question 2 (c)  

To score well on this question candidates were expected to provide a detailed explanation of how a 
person-centred tool could be used in a review meeting. They needed to refer to benefits for both Jez and 
Maisie. When candidates wrote about benefits they tended to give generic answers which could have 
been related to any tool rather than the one they identified. This prevented many candidates from 
achieving Level 3.  
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Question 3 (a) 

Most candidates were able to score some marks on this question. They frequently described the lack of 
choice of meals and set routines. Candidates lost marks for giving repetitive descriptions. Centres should 
encourage candidates to take care they identify different ways when asked to provide a number of 
responses to a question.  

Question 3 (b) 

Candidates who scored well on this question were able to weigh up the pros and cons of different ways 
Anna could introduce a person-centred approach. For example, training staff could encourage them to 
use a person-centred approach although they may be resistant to change. Anna should therefore 
supervise staff and identify when they are not using a person-centred approach.  

Frequent ways which candidates referred to in their answers were by training staff and overcoming 
communication barriers. However few candidates were able to provide an analysis of these ways and 
therefore were unable to achieve a Level 3.  
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Question 3 (c) 

Candidates’ scores on this question were varied. Frequent correct responses referred to asking Alfred 
relevant questions such as what was working or not working. Some candidates lost marks for giving 
repeated answers related to giving Alfred a choice about the time/place or location of the meeting.  

 

AfL Candidates would benefit from being given opportunities to develop their 
understanding of what happens in a person-centred review meeting. 
Inviting a health or social care professional to talk to candidates about this 
aspect of their work might increase their understanding of how individuals 
are put at the centre of a meeting. 

Question 4 (a) 

Candidates generally wrote detailed responses referring to benefits for Joshua. These commonly 
included helping him to regain his independence and identifying care to meet his needs. However few 
candidates provided an evaluation as they made no reference to the limitations to providing a person-
centred approach. The majority of candidates were only able to achieve a Level 2 as they did not refer to 
limitations. For instance suitable sports activities could be identified however there may not be a football 
team in his area for those with physical disabilities.  

 

AfL Candidates should be taught to consider the command verb used in the 
question. For an evaluation they must weigh up both sides of the situation 
under consideration. For instance, in this question they were asked to 
evaluate the benefits and were therefore expected to consider the 
limitations.  
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Question 4 (b) 

Many candidates demonstrated an understanding of these person-centred tools and could describe 
them. Fewer candidates referred to how they could be used in a review meeting to support Joshua. For 
instance some candidates described a one page profile as a tool which could be read quickly and which 
identified what was important to Joshua. They did not frequently refer to how this could be used to create 
a care plan/ generate actions.  
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Question 4 (c) 

Candidates’ scored across the range on this question. Many were able to identify how the budget could 
be used but fewer were able to describe how this would benefit Joshua.  

 

Misconception Personal budgets are used to meet individuals’ care needs. However 
candidates should be discouraged from suggesting personal budgets can 
be used to ‘buy whatever they want’. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Copyright information 
Any reference to existing companies or organisations is entirely coincidental and is not intended as a 
depiction of those companies or organisations. 

 



Supporting you 
For further details of this qualification please visit the subject webpage.

Review of results

If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish to consider one of our review of results 
services.  For full information about the options available visit the OCR website.  If university places are 
at stake you may wish to consider priority service 2 reviews of marking which have an earlier deadline to 
ensure your reviews are processed in time for university applications. 

Mark grade boundaries

Find the grade boundaries for this series on the OCR website.

CPD Training
Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear exam feedback directly from a senior assessor or drop in 
to an online Q&A session.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page on our website. 

www.ocr.org.uk
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OCR’s resources are provided to support the delivery of OCR 
qualifications, but in no way constitute an endorsed teaching 
method that is required by OCR. Whilst every effort is made 
to ensure the accuracy of the content, OCR cannot be held 
responsible for any errors or omissions within these resources.  
We update our resources on a regular basis, so please check the 
OCR website to ensure you have the most up to date version.

This resource may be freely copied and distributed, as long as  
the OCR logo and this small print remain intact and OCR is 
acknowledged as the originator of this work. 

Our documents are updated over time. Whilst every effort is made 
to check all documents, there may be contradictions between 
published support and the specification, therefore please use the 
information on the latest specification at all times. Where changes 
are made to specifications these will be indicated within the 
document, there will be a new version number indicated, and a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between 
the specification and a resource please contact us at:  
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk.

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR, or 
are considering switching from your current provider/awarding 
organisation, you can request more information by completing the 
Expression of Interest form which can be found here:  
www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of 
resources we offer to support delivery of our qualifications: 
resources.feedback@ocr.org.uk

OCR is part of Cambridge Assessment, a department of the University of 
Cambridge. For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance 
programme your call may be recorded or monitored. 

© OCR 2019 Oxford Cambridge and RSA Examinations is a Company 
Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office  
The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA.  
Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

www.ocr.org.uk

OCR Customer Support Centre

Looking for a resource?
There is now a quick and easy search tool to help find free resources 
for your qualification:

www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/

Vocational qualifications
Telephone 02476 851509
Facsimile 02476 851633
Email vocational.qualifications@ocr.org.uk

mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
http://www.ocr.org.uk/expression-of-interest
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
www.ocr.org.uk
http://www.ocr.org.uk/i-want-to/find-resources/
mailto:vocational.qualifications%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
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